In this brief paper, a new consensus protocol based on the sign of innovations is proposed. Based on this protocol each agent only requires single-bit of information about its relative state to its neighboring agents. This is significant in real-time applications, since it requires less computation and/or communication load on agents. Using Lyapunov stability theorem the convergence is proved for networks having a spanning tree. Further, the convergence is shown to be in finite-time, which is significant as compared to most asymptotic protocols in the literature. Time-variant network topologies are also considered in this paper, and final consensus value is derived for undirected networks. Applications of the proposed consensus protocol in (i) 2D/3D rendezvous task, (ii) distributed estimation, (iii) distributed optimization, and (iv) formation control are considered and significance of applying this protocol is discussed. Numerical simulations are provided to compare the protocol with the existing protocols in the literature.
distributed estimation [9] [10] [11] , [14] , [15] with further application in spacecraft attitude estimation [16] , [17] . Further, in control literature, consensus finds applications in distributed optimization [18] , flight formation [19] [20] [21] [22] , and multi-agent rendezvous [23] , [24] . Of particular interest in aerospace system applications, along with rendezvous in 3D space, are distributed target tracking [25] and formation control via a group of UAVs. For example, in distance-based formation control the consensus protocol is used to stabilize the UAVs to form a specific geometric shape (see Section V-D for more information). This paper proposes a single-bit consensus with ability to converge in finite-time. The main feature of this consensus protocol is the single-bit information update. The consensus protocol is proposed based on the sign of difference between state values. This implies that only single-bit of information (the sign) is required to update the state of the agents. This reduces the amount of processing/computation load and/or network communication load at each agent. It should be emphasized that in applications with real-time data processing where the computation and communication are required in faster time scale, the less computation and/or communication load is a significant merit. Since the protocol is nonlinear, a new Lyapunov function is proposed to prove consensus stability. Further, it is proved that for the proposed single-bit consensus protocol the Lyapunov function vanishes in finite-time, implying the finitetime convergence of the consensus protocol. In [4] [5] [6] finite-time consensus protocols are proposed, however these protocols impose large amount of computation on agents and are computationally less efficient than the proposed single-bit protocol in this paper.
Quantized consensus [12] , [26] , [27] is a related concept, where the agents reach consensus on quantized information with finite quantization levels for possibly unbounded data. In this direction [27] investigates a deterministic quantization based on alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM).
In [12] authors adopt a single-bit quantized consensus method for detection based on Bayesian criterion and Neyman-Pearson criterion. In [13] the authors propose two consensus+innovation type distributed detectors based on Generalized Likelihood-Ratio Test (GLRT) for composite hypothesis testing via a group of sensors. Further, communication in multi-agent systems based on single-bit of information is also adopted in distributed detection [28] , [29] . In these works a group of sensors are spatially distributed over a surveillance field to locally detect the existence of an uncooperative target and then communicate their single-bit decisions to a fusion center. The single-bit decisions are based on either the hybrid combination of GLRT and Bayesian estimation [29] or Generalized-Rao Test [28] . The fusion center combines the received information based on the fusion rules and makes a global decision.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) the proposed protocol is based on single-bit of information, which makes it practical in real-time system applications. This is the most important feature of our proposed protocol. (ii) a new Lyapunov function is proposed to prove the stability and convergence of this nonlinear consensus protocol under certain connectivity condition. This Lyapunov function is irrespective of the consensus protocol dynamics, and therefore, might be used for stability analysis of other nonlinear consensus protocols in the literature [2] , [4] . (iii) the convergence time of the consensus is in finite-time while reducing the computation load on agents in contrast to most asymptotic consensus protocols in the literature [1] , [2] . It should be noted, although finite-time consensus protocols are already exist in the literature, to name a few [4] [5] [6] , their main drawback is their computational complexity as compared to the proposed protocol in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the new consensus protocol.
Section III provides the proof of consensus and convergence based on Lyapunov stability. Section IV provides the convergence condition in case of time-variant switching network topologies. Section V provides some applications of the proposed protocol. Section VI presents simulation to verify the results, and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. NEW CONSENSUS PROTOCOL
Assume a network of n agents with ability to process information and communicate with neighboring agents to share information. The communication network of agents is represented by graph G = (V, E, W ),
where V = {1, ..., n} represents the set of graph nodes (agents), E represents the set of edges (communication links) defined as E = {(i, j)|W ji = 0}. Note that W ji = 0 is the weight assigned to communication link from node i to node j. Further, the neighborhood of agent i is defined as
The state of each agent is represented by x i and x = [x 1 , ..., x n ] represents the state of all agents.
The following consensus protocol is proposed to update the state of agent i as:
where sgn() is the sign function defined as:
where the |x j − x i | represents the absolute value of (x j − x i ). Notice that consensus protocol (1) only requires the sign of (x j − x i ), which can be defined by single-bit of information.
Extending the scalar-state protocol (1) to vector-state x, the updating law is as follows:
where . represents the Euclidean norm of the vector. In this case, the agents use the weighted summation of the unit vector of its state relative to its neighbors' states for control update.
In both cases of scalar-valued consensus (1) and vector-state consensus (3) the amount of information exchange and/or the computation on agents is less than the common consensus protocols in the literature [1] , [2] , [4] [5] [6] . In protocol (1) only the sign of relative states x j − x i is needed to be exchanged among agents and to be computed for state update. Similarly, for protocol ( One drawback of the given protocol (1), and in general any non-Lipschitz protocol, is the sensitivity to time-delay. In case there is time-delay in the information exchange among agents, undesirable oscillations in agents' states may occur which is known as chattering phenomenon. This is a side-effect of using non-Lipschitz function and is prevalent in finite-time convergent consensus protocols as in [4] [5] [6] and also in Sliding Mode Control (SMC) [31] . One solution to avoid such phenomenon is to use smooth Lipschitz functions around the equilibrium, for example saturation function,
This is proposed in SMC as described in [31] . In such case the agents' states reach a convergence ball (of radius a) around the equilibrium in finite-time, however, the convergence inside this convergence ball is asymptotic. In terms of information exchange, the agents share single-bit of information outside this convergence ball, while inside this ball they need to share full-state information. For example, when the state represents location, in case agents' states get closer to each-other the agents are able to share more information, while in distant states only single-bit of information is exchanged. It should be mentioned, replacing the non-Lipschitz function with a Lipschitz equivalent only alleviates the effect of time-delay and does not completely vanish the chattering phenomenon.
III. PROOF OF FINITE-TIME CONVERGENCE
Here, we answer the following question: what is the connectivity requirement on the network such that state of all agents reach the same value? i.e., x * = α1 is the stable equilibrium point of the protocol (1) under what connectivity condition. To answer this, we introduce the concept of spanning tree in directed graphs. Define a directed tree as a directed graph where every node (except the root node) has exactly one incoming edge. The root node (also referred as leader node) has no incoming edge. A graph has a spanning tree if it contains a directed tree as a subgraph that spans all nodes. Proof. Contradiction is used for the proof. Sufficiency: if the graph G has a spanning tree, we prove that the equilibrium point of (1) is in the form x * = α1. As a contradiction assume that x * = α1.
Therefore, consider the agent i with maximum (or minimum) state. Since the network has a spanning tree there is at least one agent j in the neighborhood of i (or agent i is in the neighborhood of agent j) [32] . Therefore,
cases contradict the definition of equilibrium point. Necessity: If no spanning tree is contained in the communication graph G, it implies that there is no information flow (directed path) at least among two agents. In graph theory, this implies that either the graph has at least two roots or the graph contains at least two unconnected components [32] . In first case, note thatẋ root = 0 since it has no incoming information (N root = ∅ [32] ). Therefore, the states of two root agents remain the same initial values without updating, and these two agents never reach consensus. In the second case, since there is no information flow (directed path) between two components, each component reaches a consensus value which in general differs from the consensus value of the other component. Therefore, for both cases the consensus may not be reached.
Theorem 2. In protocol (1), having a spanning tree in G, states of all agents converge to stable consensus equilibrium point x * = α1 in finite-time.
Proof. We prove the theorem using Lyapunov stability theorem. Define the following Lyapunov function: 
x min = j∈Nmin W min j sgn(x j − x min )
Define min{W } as the minimum positive consensus weight of agents in weight matrix W . Since the weight matrix W might be time-variant, the term min{W } might be assigned to different agents over time. We have,ẋ
x min = j∈Nmin W min j ≥ min{W }
Therefore,V ≤ −2 min{W } This implies thatV is globally negative definite, i.e.V < 0 ⇔ x * = α1 andV = 0 ⇔ x * = α1. Therefore, based on Lyapunov stability theorem [31] the consensus point is globally stable equilibrium of protocol (1).
Further let t cons be the convergence time of the consensus protocol (1) .
representing finite-time upperbound on conevergence.
One point to be noted in the proof of Theorem 2 is on the notation of x max , x min , N max , N min , and W max j . For these terms max/min values do not necessarily concern a single agent over time, but these max/min values concern all agents. In other words, the agent possessing the min/max value, its neighbors, and the associated weights change over time, and therefore, the time-evolution of the Lyapunov function (5) is not necessarily smooth.
It should be noted, the proof of the stability and convergence for the vector-state protocol (3) V. APPLICATIONS
A. Rendezvous in 2D/3D space
In rendezvous problem [23] , [24] , the goal is to devise control strategies on a group of mobile agents to eventually move them to a single location The state of each agent is its position in 2D/3D space, and the aim is to reach a consensus on the position. In words, each agent applies the weighted summation of the unit vector relative to its neighbors' positions to update its own location. In fact, using protocol (3), every agent only needs to be informed of the direction of the neighboring agent's relative position vector, but not its magnitude. This is significant as by using, for example, omni-directional cameras [33] each agent finds information on the relative direction towards its neighbor's position, and there is no need to communicate the exact location of the agents. This approach can be implemented, for example, to improve the experimental results in [34] in terms of real-time communication and computation; each robot only needs to find the direction that the neighboring robots are located using an omni-directional camera and there is no need to communicate its position to the neighboring robots. This, further, can be extended to the 3D case to implement the rendezvous task over a network of UAVs.
B. Distributed estimation
In single time-scale distributed estimation [9] [10] [11] , [14] the idea is to track the state of the dynamical system via a network of agents. Consider a noisy system monitored by noise-corrupted measurements,
In the above formulation, A is the dynamical system matrix, k is the time-step, y k i is the measurement of agent i at time-step k, and v k and r k i are the noise terms. Following the distributed estimation protocol in [10] , [35] [36] [37] [38] , the following protocol based on the consensus-update law (3) is considered:
where, N α (i) and N β (i) represent some specific neighborhoods of agent i, and K k i is the estimation gain at agent i (see the previous works by author [10] , [35] [36] [37] [38] for more information). One interesting extension to distributed estimation protocol (16) may be considered for the case of sensor failure and countermeasures to recover for that (see more information in [37] .)
One application of the above distributed estimation scenario is in target tracking based on timedifference-of-arrival (TDOA) via a group of UAVs [25] . In this framework a group of UAVs estimate the location of a mobile target based on the time-difference-of-arrival of some beacon signal received by the UAVs. Each UAV shares the TDOA-based information with its neighboring UAVs, and also shares the estimated position of the target. Then, by consensus averaging of the position estimates and information fusion on the state-predictions, each UAV in the network can localize the source, and the group tracks the location of the mobile target.
C. Distributed optimization
In distributed optimization problem [18] the objective is to distributively solve the following optimization problem via a multi-agent network,
where f (x) is the continuously convex objective function and f i (x) is the local objective function only known by agent i. The distributed gradient-descent-based solution for this problem applying the consensus protocol (1) is as follows,
where γ > 0 is a scalar weight and α k is the optimization step-size at time k.
The protocol (18) reduces the amount of information processing and computation load on agents as compared to [18] , particularly in large scale applications. Note that each agent only relies on the sign of relative state of neighboring agents. In the same line of research, [26] considers the case that the communicated decision information among agents are quantized in order to alleviate the communication bottleneck in distributed optimization. The authors propose a Quantized Decentralized Gradient Descent (QDGD) and prove the convergence of their protocol for strongly convex and smooth local cost functions.
D. Formation control of UAVs
One application within the aerospace systems is cooperative control of UAV formation [19] [20] [21] [22] . A group of autonomous UAVs form a pre-specified formation setup (e.g. a star-shaped formation) in which two neighboring UAVs i and j are in the distance d ij based on their formation shape. The control input to the group of UAVs are designed such that they can move along on this formation without collision in order to, for example, track a mobile target or avoid an obstacle. One example of such formation control scenario is given as following. Define x i as the position of UAV (or agent) i in 3D space evolving in time as:ẋ
whereū > 0, σ(y) = y/ (1 + y 2 ), and
with 0 < λ 1 , λ 2 < 1, λ 1 + λ 2 = 1. Note that the above formation protocol is a distance-based approach,
where the final formation of agents depend on the rigidity of the neighboring graph, and is also based on the distance d ij of every two agents i and j in forming the geometric shape.
VI. SIMULATION
For simulation we consider network of 10 agents with random initial states in [0, 10]. Assume the network is time-variant and switches every 0.4 seconds between the graph topologies shown in Fig.1 .
As it can be seen from the figure, graph G 1 is connected undirected and contains a spanning tree. Graph Finally, G 4 contains no spanning tree as a subgraph. To check the conditions of Theorem 3 for consensus convergence, note that the combination of the network in time domain of every 0.8 seconds contain a spanning tree. This implies that consensus can be reached, as it is shown in Fig.2 . This figure shows that the difference of state values (x max − x min ) is decreasing over time and all agents reach a consensus value. To compare our results, the time-evolution of the Lyapunov function (5) for our proposed consensus protocol along with six other consensus protocols from [1] , [2] , [4] [5] [6] are shown in Fig.3 . In this simulation α = 0.25 for protocol in [4] , α = 0.5 for protocol in [5] , α = 0.8, β = 1.2, p = 3, and q = 5 for protocol in [6] , α = 0.4 for protocols in [2] . All these protocols are evaluated over switching network topologies ( Fig. 1) with the same initial state values of agents. As it can be seen, the linear average consensus [1] , the geometric consensus [2] , and the harmonic consensus [2] Fig.2 ) and other lines are for protocols in [1] , [2] , [4] [5] [6] .
The Lyapunov function is decreasing for all consensus protocols and reaches zero in finite-time for protocols [4] [5] [6] along with single-bit protocol and reaches zero asymptotically for protocols in [1] , [2] . however this protocol only requires the single-bit information on sign of x j − x i . In other words, the agent i only needs to know for neighboring agent j if x j < x i or x j > x i . Similarly, for vector state consensus the agent i only need to know the unit-vector in the direction of relative state vector, e.g. by use of omni-directional cameras in rendezvous problem as discussed in Section V-A. This is more real-time feasible in terms of computational complexity and communication load on agents.
The consensus protocol in this paper may be used to decentralize the information fusion in [28] , [29] . In this case the information on detecting the existence or absence of the target may be shared by agents in their neighborhood via an undirected communication network and agents eventually average the received information via the proposed protocol and reach a consensus on detecting the target. However, this approach may result in performance degradation as compared to advanced GLRT or G-Rao fusion methods.
